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OBJECTIVES
Our objective is to create Instagram AR filters for the GymDogs social media to help
recruit gymnasts and build fan experience.
Our goal for the study was to identify what people wanted to see with our project
and what people thought about our current ideas.

Research Methods
GymDogs Survey
Q: Choose your top choice out of the following filters:
a. Makeup and hair filter like the gymnasts
b. Falling Cards filter
c. Leotard AR filter
d. Scoresheet on top of head
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From this question, we learned
that the most popular filter to build
after completing our confetti
bucket and trophy AR filters would
be the makeup and hair filter like
the gymnasts. With this
information, we will prioritize that
filter before the others.

Q: If you were still a recruit, what is the likelihood you would use a
"Savage Confetti Bucket" filter?
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From this question, we learned that
recruits are likely going to use the
"Savage Confetti Bucket" filter due to the
likelihood of the current gymnasts to use
it if they were still recruits. Two gymnasts
said they were very likely to use the filter
if they were still a recruit, and there were
no responses for the "Least Likely"
option.
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Q: When you were a recruit, what
made you excited to be a Georgia
Gymdog?
"The atmosphere of being a Geogia
Gymdog.."

Q: How do you want to be
portrayed to the student body as a
Gymdog?
"Hardworking"
"Hype"

"The team’s atmosphere and the strong
athletics and academics"
competing in steg, home meet
atmosphere"
"I got recruited really late… so
honestly, knowing how good the
program was"

"Strong group of girls"
"Leaders"

"A little crazy"

"Love performing our sport"
"Energetic"

"Genuine"

"Goofy"

"About the team rather than youself"
"We are a team"

"Good role models"

"Fight through adversity"
"So excited to compete in steg and
be a part of such an amazing team

The atmosphere, the Stegman
Coliseum, and the great reputation of
the program excites the recruits. This
will help us decide what factors to
include in the recruit-specific filters.

"So excited to compete in steg and
be a part of such an amazing team

By having a better understanding of
the drive of the team, we can create
more appropriate and accepted
filters. These are the responses we
got back from the gymnasts.

Fan Survey
Q: Would you like to see a face filter that would add makeup and hair
like the gymnasts?
Q: Would you like to see a filter that would let you try on a leotard like
what the gymnasts wear?

From both of these questions, we
learned that only half of the
surveyed would like to see a filter
like this, which is understandable
since these filters will be more
targeted towards recruits instead
of the fans.

Q: What do you think about a filter that would put the judge's scorecard
on your head that will run and stop on a number?

This filter had the best response
out of the examples we gave. We
gave three options: "great idea!,"
"it's ok," and "not interested."
Around 83% thought it was a great
idea, and no one said they were
not interested.

Q: What is your favorite part about the GymDog meets?
In our survey, we also asked about people’s favorite things about the GymDogs
meets to inspire potential filters that we create. Many people said they liked the
floor routines the most and seeing the gymnasts perform cool tricks.

Q: What types of filters do you like to use or would be interested in
using?

From our survey, we also learned
what types of filters people use or
are interested in. Most people
liked face filters and world effects
filters the most. A couple of
people also suggested geofilters.

We ended the survey asking if anyone had any specific feedback overall and we did
not get many responses. One person was confused about how the try-on leotard
filter would work and if it would be full-body or not.

Observations
We attended a GymDogs meet and observed how people reacted to certain things
and what people did with their phones. The biggest thing we learned from observing
is that many people opened up Snapchat, not Instagram, to post or take videos.
From that, we plan on looking into Snapchat as another possibility for some filters
that we make. Other things we observed were traditions that the audience reacted
well to. For example, many people had black and silver pom-poms and posters that
said: “Stuck it!”, making them potential ideas for filters that we make.

Limitations on Research Methods
The biggest limitation of our research was that most of the responses we got
were from students. Even though students are a large part of our audience, it
would be good to get feedback from more people.
Although we got a lot of good feedback from current GymDogs, we did not talk
to current recruits about what they would like to see. In addition, only five of the
Gymdog athletes responded to the survey after Lijah Galas sent it in their team
GroupMe chat. Although it is only a small fraction of the team, we did get some
good insight into their preferences and their participation was greatly
appreciated.

Future Plans
User Research
We plan on doing follow-up surveys as we work on our project to continue to get
feedback on our work. In these follow-up surveys, we will focus on making sure that
we get responses from a wider audience and send them to as many people as
possible, not just students. We also will try to get into contact with current recruits
to see what they would like to see. We would also like to interview some people inperson, especially some of the GymDogs who were the most recent recruits.

User-Testing
Once we have some of our filters completely finished and ready to be published,
we will conduct some user-testing. We will send out a link for people to try the
filters themselves. From there, we will ask questions about their experience to find
out what they thought about the filters, what they liked and disliked.

